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Veteran's Webinar at NMC

Laureen Horan

In a collaboration between NMC’s Military & Veterans services and NMC’s Student
Veterans of America group, a sponsored webinar will be held at NMC’s Oleson Center on
Thursday, February 25. The event aims to better understand the obstacles and challenges that
veterans exclusively face in a college environment. The webinar starts at 12:45 p.m. and lasts
until 2 p.m. Free pizza will be provided. To RSVP or learn how to view the webinar online,
contact Scott Frederick at sfrederick@nmc.edu.
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Zika Virus Reaches Ohio
The Ohio Department of Health is reporting the third and fourth cases of Zika virus in the
state, which has been linked to travelers returning from outside countries including Guyana
and Haiti. The Centers for Disease and Control has reported 52 travel-associated cases of
Zika virus in 16 states and the District of Columbia prior to the new Ohio cases. Zika virus is
contracted through mosquito bites and so far there is no indication that it can be spread from
person to person through casual contact.
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To honor Women’s History Month, the Osterlin Library is collaborating with Phi Theta
Kappa and the Women’s History project of Northwest Michigan to give students the chance
to nominate a woman who inspires them and empowers them to make a difference. This is an
effort to publicly acknowledge women who have positively impacted the lives of others. Send a
nomination of less than 250 words and photo to aswaney@nmc.edu or rereynolds@nmc.edu.
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NMC Students United for Gender Rights
Highlighting Student Efforts Toward Equality
Laureen Horan

Editor-in-Chief
Due to major hype in the media, the
general population has realized recently that
the term “gender” is rather ambiguous and
may not mean exactly what people have
always thought. Terms like transgender,
cisgender, agender, genderfluid and others
are thrown around all over the place. The
truth of the matter is that sometimes,
individuals just don’t feel like their physical
nature represents who they really are as a
person, and in some cases, these individuals
take the steps necessary to feel like they
can be who they were meant to be. This is
something we are seeing more of lately in the
media with celebrities like Caitlyn Jenner
and Jazz Jennings, but many don’t realize
that the open transgender population is
growing in our area.
Another term that tends to be widely
misunderstood and misrepresented is
“feminism.” What is supposed to represent
and advocate for genuine political equality is
deemed by many as being man-hating and
extreme. Between men’s rights and women’s
rights, someone has to include the rights of
the transgender and non-gender groups as
well. Students United for Gender Rights,
also known as SUGR, is a group of students
here at NMC that recognized this need and
created the group to inform and enlighten
the community about gender-related issues.
Group president Kia Schwert spoke about
her role in SUGR and why these efforts are
necessary in our area.
“I started the group last semester and

I came up with a name that focuses on
feminism with a broader social context. I
really want to show the broader umbrella and
intersections within not just feminism but
society as well. I grew up seeing what lack of
choice and opportunity can do to someone.
It can destroy a life. Growing up and
witnessing the inequity and lack of equality
in our society, watching my parents being
turned away from service after service made
me feel like no one cared about our situation
and well-being. I didn’t have a voice, and I
didn’t matter. It is because I know that my
story isn’t the only one that I started SUGR
to empower others to give them back their
voice, their power, like others have done for
w
me.

The influence of the group has had
lasting effects on members of the group.
Lauren Hayes is the event coordinator for
SUGR, and is currently enrolled full-time
as a Psychology major. “There must be a
collective voice on campus advocating for the
rights of students and spreading awareness
about where we’re at as a nation in terms
of real social equality. Whether students
are male, female, trans, or non-binary etc.,
there are social issues being raised today
that require voices of support everywhere.
I got involved because I saw a need. Real
representation of gender issues is seen in
very few places, and NMC definitely has a
long way to go in that respect. Whether it’s
asking for gender-neutral public restrooms,
spreading awareness for domestic violence

against women, or educating students about
the millions of men who are silent victims of
rape, there’s quite a bit of work to be done
not only at NMC, but in the greater Grand
Traverse area. SUGR has great plans for
NMC and the TC community as a whole.
We’ve been joining efforts with other student
groups, and with social justice associations
in the community, to bring special events
and speakers to Traverse City in hopes of
enlightening our peers and fellow residents
of the area about what’s going on outside
our small, privileged town. It’s a lot easier to
see the ways in which you might personally
feel oppressed, and it makes sense to rally
against your enemies, but the mission of
SUGR is to unite and begin elevating those
who are struggling. I think we try to focus
more on elevation and education rather than
provocation and condemnation, and I think
that’s incredibly important.”

"Whether students are male,
female, trans, or non-binary etc.,
there are social issues being raised
today that require voices of support
everywhere. I got involved because
I saw a need."
Shiane Wilson is another NMC
Psychology student involved with the
group. “I got involved with SUGR after
looking over a flyer that was passed around

%

my Psych 101 class this past fall semester.
At the time, I was writing a rhetorical
analysis over why I believed America needed
feminism after becoming interested in the
subject of feminism itself. I believe that in
being a part of this group, it would be an
incredible opportunity to educate myself,
educate others, and to become involved in
my community in a way that was meaningful
and inspiring to me. I completely believe in
SUGR’s message. Our main goal is to educate
in what feminism is in hopes to take away
this harsh stigma around it. Feminism is for
everyone, male or female. It is not focused
on just empowering women but men too.
There is absolutely no room for any kind
of sexiest misogynistic mindset in today’s
day and age. We as a group are unique and
understand that there needs to be change
and to continue this movement for equality.
SUGR is important to NMC because it is
a voice for those who truly believe in what
we are trying to establish, and it is an outlet
for those who want to express their beliefs
and make a difference right here in their own
community. It is right here that we can make
a difference in the world and continue to
create a difference everywhere.
Students United for Gender Rights
meets every Monday night at 6p.m. in the
West Hall conference room. If you have any
questions, email Kia Schwert at Schwer4@
mail.nmc.edu
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Get Your Vote On
Encouraging Voters to Exercise Their Right
Bryanne Gordon

Staff Writer
What if someone were to tell you that your opinion
doesn’t matter? Many people would be offended by this,
and yet, so often American citizens tell themselves that
their opinion doesn’t matter.
It seems as though U.S. citizens’ value of voting has
decreased over the duration of our country’s history. In the
past, citizens have fought and died to secure their right to
vote, but now data about voting trends show that a large
portion of the population looks at voting with very little to
no importance at all.
During the 2012 presidential election, 126 million
Americans voted, leaving 93 million eligible citizens who
did not cast ballots. Therefore, barely 60 percent of the
eligible population voted for the next President of the
United States.
In Michigan alone, 7,342,677 people are eligible to vote
and only a little over 60 percent of them actually do. This
portrays a large lack of involvement and lack of concern
from our citizens about the future of our government.
The American Revolution was a result of the American
colonies’ lack of representation in the British Parliament.
They were denied a voice and a say in the government, so
they found it necessary to revolt because of the grievances
against them.
The battle for a voice in the government wasn’t won
there, however. Until August 18, 1920, women were
prohibited to vote in America. Through many hard-fought
battles, protests and dedication, they won that right.
Although the success of the Women’s Rights movement
was a great step forward, America still denied voting rights
to African Americans until August 6, 1965.
With all of the obstacles the citizens of our nation have
had to endure just to be allowed to decide who runs their
government, it’s important for the current population to
understand just how valuable and necessary voting is. If

you think change needs to be made, your best solution is
to register and vote!
Betsy Coffia, who ran twice for State Representative,
stresses the importance of voting. Coffia urges others to
understand that people who are elected to office directly
affect your everyday life, interests, and future.
Coffia commented about the struggles that women

"In Michigan alone, 7,342,677 people
are eligible to vote and only a little over 60
percent of them actually do."

endured in pursuit of the right to vote; saying that for
women of this age to ignore voting is a dishonor to the
women before them who fought so hard to win that right.
Many have struggled for this right, but no matter who
fought or when they struggled, the truth remains that our
ancestors battled too hard and too long to gain these rights
that we now willfully chose to ignore.
If you have registered to vote already, make the most of
it on March 8 for the 2016 presidential election Michigan
Primaries. Your opinion does matter, and what better way
to show it than nominating who you would like to be
putting a foot forward for the final election in November?
Even though it’s too late to register in time for the
primaries, you can still vote in the national election on
November 8 if you register soon. Despite the lack of
publicity and instructions on how to become a registered
voter, it’s really quite simple; that is, it’s easy if you’re a U.S.
citizen who hasn’t committed a felony that you decided to
run from.

Honestly, once you’ve stopped to think about political
things long enough to realize you’re a U.S. citizen, you’re
already half way done with the process.
You need to be at least 18 years old by the day of
the election you wish to participate in. It takes 30 days
to process your information, so give yourself a month in
advance before the election takes place.
You have to get a voting application from either the
Secretary of State, your local county, city, or township
clerk’s office, or a number of other government agencies
such as a military recruitment center. Or you can even stay
inside and print the form online at www.Michigan.gov/sos,
so you don’t even need to leave your bedroom.
All you have left to do is fill out one page of paper work,
requiring you to sign your name twice and write the date.
That’s all. Once you fill this out, you hand it to a staff
member and then leave.
Once you know how to do it, it’s a small cost of time for
the privilege of voicing your opinion.
Although you may wait until the last moment, just
remember that you are the only one who can make your
opinion known, and it is your responsibility to vote what
you believe is best for you and the rest of Michigan.
Voting doesn’t just effect your personal life; it is also
the privilege and responsibility of every American citizen
to try and better the nation by actively participating in
the government. If we don’t take time to vote, we ignore
the rights and freedoms that were so hard-fought for and
defended by men and women before us.
Your voice is important. Your voice is the voice that can
elect people into the offices that determine the laws that
you are obliged to follow, your voice can set standards in
your community, and your voice can influence a nation.
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Our Bloody Burden
Breanne Russell

Staff Writer

Fighting the Menstruation Stigma Around the Globe

In a small village in Nepal, girls as young as 11 are banished
to a secluded hut in the forest for a week every month. They
stay outside, eat outside, and sleep outside, often with nothing
protecting them from the elements but a dilapidated shack
set back within the surrounding trees. With only other young
girls to keep them company, they live in fear of the outside
world. Poisonous snakes are the least of their worries, knowing
that predatory men lurk in the darkness to take advantage of
their perilous situation. But they aren’t being punished for
committing a crime. These girls are exiled for one reason and
one reason only: they have become women.
For thousands of years, women have been shunned from
society merely because they menstruate. In Hindu culture, they
believe, as do these girls and their families, that menstruation
was created by the Hindu god Indra, who was atoning for a sin.
It is a women’s curse, her burden, and penance for past sins.
Ancient Hindu scriptures say that women on their periods are
infectious, that viruses literally spew from their entire bodies.
Therefore, they are not allowed to touch others, eat with
others, or even enter households during their cycle. But this
isn’t uncommon. Most menstruation taboos can be traced to
religious ideology that bleeding is a form of punishment and
those who suffer are unclean and toxic.
It is not only Hinduism that shrouds menstruation in a
cloak of disgrace. Some Christian denominations do not
allow women to take communion or to have intercourse
while menstruating. Russian Orthodox Christians push these
superstitions to the limit. Women are not allowed to touch
their husbands or raw foods. Even the gaze of a menstruating
woman can affect the weather negatively. In Orthodox Jewish
culture, women must ritualistically bathe to purify herself
after her period. Muslim culture also views menstruation
with suspicion. A woman may not enter a Mosque, pray or
fast during Ramadan nor touch the Quran. Even Buddhism,
widely regarded as a peace-loving religion, has been influenced
by other cultures. Women cannot take part in rituals such as

weddings, and it is believed that they lose their chi, or spiritual
energy, while on their period. Although these drastic practices
may not be typical in our civilized American culture, there
is still commonplace stigmatization of menstruation in the
western world. Women are surrounded by pressures to keep
our vaginas, and their inner workings, under wraps. But across
the world, women are fighting back. They are taking control
of their bodies and reclaiming their period pride, attempting
to make menstruation cleaner and healthier for every female,
regardless of creed, color or age.
In many developing countries, where there is no access
to tampons or sanitary pads, women use leaves or rags while
they bleed. They avoid washing their undergarments for fear
of ridicule from villagers or family members, which can put
them at risk for infection. But new innovations seek to change
this reality and end the shame culture. The first, aptly named
Flo, is a transportable feminine sanitation kit, which supplies
a girl, for less than $3, reusable pads and the ability to wash
and dry them discreetly using a specially constructed basket.
Designed by Mariko Higaki Iwai, and other students at Art
Center College for Design in Pasadena, Calif., Flo has already
received numerous awards and is working with Nike and Girl
Effect to positively change the lives of girls all over the world.
The second invention is simply underwear specifically
designed to absorb menstrual fluids in an anti-microbial fabric
lining. THINX, founded by Miki Agrawal, aims to “eliminate
shame, empowering women and girls around the world” and
to “reimagine feminine hygiene products.” Because THINX
panties look and feel like normal underwear, and not your
grandma’s knickers, women can wear them confidently
without worries of leakage or odor. Proceeds from THINX
products are directly sent to organizations that provide
reusable pads to school girls who commonly drop out when
menstruation begins. But change is not only necessary in
remote villages. Just take a step inside your local grocery store
to witness the stigma in our own backyard. All of us women

A young woman demonstrates how to use the Flo washer to descreetly clean sanitary pads

have used them: Aunt Flo, crimson wave or shark week. These
seemingly harmless euphemisms, however, expose a saddening
truth: that we need code words to describe a normal bodily
function. That it is too embarrassing to simply say “I’m on my
period.” That it is something to be apologetic for. We whisper
when asking for a tampon, we shudder to think of sending our
boyfriends to the store for feminine products and we cringe at
thoughts of sex while we are “parting the red sea.” We learn,
whether from religion, society or perhaps the women around
us, that bleeding is something to be ashamed of.
If you’re female, you know just how irritating that time of
month can be. Your body aches, your mood fluctuates and
your appetite goes into overdrive. But most annoying may
be the money you have to spend on the inconvenience. The
Huffington Post calculated that between heating pads, tampons,
pain killers, replacing stained underwear and other necessary
period supplies, a women could spend over $ 11,000 on her
period in a lifetime. One major cost, birth control, which is
still not covered by many health insurance plans, affords many
women less painful and less irregular cycles. Needless to say,
periods are not a luxurious experience. So it is astonishing that
most states, including Michigan, classify feminine products as
luxury items, imposing sales tax accordingly. Necessities, such
as food and medicine, are tax free. So, in a country where a
woman only makes 79 cents to every dollar a man earns, we
are penalizing them on two fronts.
In an interview last month, President Obama stated that
women “should work to get those taxes removed,” in states still
imposing such costs. But it shouldn’t be the sole responsibility
of women to fight against these offensive laws. Our society
should work as a whole to battle the negative portrayal of
menstruation. As Women’s History Month approaches in
March, now may be the perfect time to bring light to the
issue of menstruation and release women everywhere from the
burden of bleeding.
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MLK Jr. Day
A King Without His Nation
Taylor McLain

Staff Writer
On Monday, January 18, Traverse City was beset with an
incredible snow storm. NMC kept cancelling classes until
finally most students were given the day off, and I’m sure
many students saw this as a blessing. I had stayed up late the
previous night and enjoyed a much needed nap; however,
when I got into class on Wednesday, my teacher reminded me
of something we’d all forgotten—that Monday was Martin
Luther King, Jr. day. After coming to this realization, I noted
that NMC did not cancel classes to begin with, despite it being
a nationally recognized holiday. I’m usually not one to take
sides, but this snow storm was pretty auspicious. So I have
considered into the possible causes for this decision on the
school’s part. Was this holiday skipped over because of racial
discrimination? I’m willing to give the administration board
at NMC the benefit of the doubt and say that this isn’t the
case, but personally I can’t look at the Martin Luther Kang,
Jr. poster in the communications office the same way. I know
I forgot the holiday as well so I’m no better, especially since
Martin Luther King, Jr. is one of my favorite historical figures.
For the sake of this reflection, I feel I owe it to him to talk
a little bit about his life and works.
Martin Luther King, Jr. (January 15, 1929-April 4, 1968)
was an American Baptist minister, activist, humanitarian, and
leader in the African-American Civil Rights Movement. He is

best known for his role in the advancement of civil rights using
nonviolent civil disobedience based on his Christian beliefs,
which successfully protested racial discrimination in federal
and state law. The campaign for a federal holiday in King’s
honor began soon after his assassination in 1968. President
Ronald Reagan signed the holiday into law in 1983, and it
was first observed three years later. At first, some states resisted
observing the holiday as such, giving it alternative names or
combining it with other holidays. It was officially observed in
all 50 states for the first time in 2000;
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day itself is often seen as being
a continuation of the Uniform Monday Holiday Act, an Act
of Congress that amended the federal holiday provisions of
the United States Code to establish the observance of certain
holidays on Mondays. The Act was signed into law on June 28,
1968 and took effect on January 1, 1971.
Perhaps it is the fact that Martin Luther King, Jr. Day is so
new in comparison to many of the other holidays we receive the
day off. We know we have to reflect on his life, but we don’t know
where to start. Maybe this is an opportunity to start making our
own traditions. In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. I feel it is
fitting to end this article with a fragment of his famous “I have
a Dream” speech. I hope that we will carry them into eternity:

In the process of gaining our rightful place we
must not be guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not
seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking
from the cup of bitterness and hatred. We must
forever conduct our struggle on the high plane
of dignity and discipline. We must not allow
our creative protests to degenerate into physical
violence. Again and again we must rise to the
majestic heights of meeting physical force with
soul force. The marvelous new militancy which
has engulfed the Negro community must not lead
us to distrust all white people, for many of our
white brothers, as evidence by their presence here
today, have come to realize that their destiny is
tied up with our destiny. They have come to realize
that their freedom is inextricably bound to our
freedom. We cannot walk alone.
He had a dream and he followed it, even at the cost of
his own life. For that, it is the duty and privilege of every
American citizen to reflect on his life and works regardless of
background.

Comic by Kenna Marar
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Make Your Scholarship Game Strong
Deanna Luton

Staff Writer
It’s the time of year again to apply for scholarships. Of
course, the first step in subsidizing your tuition fees is filling
out the formal paperwork and putting in applications.
Scholarships range widely from need to merit-based. Similar
to snowflakes, each one is unique and crafted in its own way.
Scholarships at NMC work in a reasonably simple manner.
The easiest way to start applying is browsing the Scholarship
Opportunities link on MyNMC for Students. Filling out the
general application is a simple way to expose yourself to many
donors. The program will sort the list of scholarships in order
of relevancy to your credentials. Feel free to scroll down and
explore both academic and need-based scholarship options.
Academic scholarships are awarded based on academic
achievement and artistic ability. It is critical to set yourself apart
from peers when applying for these merit-based awards. The
selection of a winning candidate is often influenced by small
details that provide an individual with an important angle.
It’s crucial to remember to include all of the extracurricular
activities and internships in an application to receive the
appropriate consideration.
Conversely, some scholarships focus more heavily on
financial need. These funds provide opportunity to students
who would otherwise be hard-pressed to pay for tuition. Pell
Grants are available for students with a low Expected Family
Contribution. They are dependent on the FAFSA and based
on annual family income. The Tuition Incentive Program is
provided for people who spent 24 months or more under
government subsidized healthcare as a child. Additionally,

there are plenty of private scholarships designed to provide
financial assistance for young scholars in need.
Furthermore, there’s an entire world of specialized
scholarships out there. Exploration is key to finding them.
These are often termed “diversity scholarships.” They focus
on reducing social, educational, and economic disparities
based on race, ethnicity, and gender by providing financial
encouragement to minorities across the world. These
include scholarships for African Americans, American
Indians, Hispanics, and many more ethnic minorities. Some
scholarships are also available based on gender, major, and
region of origin.
There’s a wide variety of sites with the purpose of sorting
through all of the scholarship funds up for grabs. FastWeb
Scholarships is a very easily maneuvered site that allows the
user to select the scholarships they will, may, and won’t apply
for. It also gives subscribers alerts when certain scholarships
match the results of the compatibility tests within their profiles.
A companion site, Fastweb Internships is designed similarly
for students in search of on-the-job experience in their chosen
profession. Additionally, Zinch.com is a quick, creative, and
enjoyable way to fill out simple scholarships in a small amount
of time. They are famous for the Three Sentence Scholarship.
It consists of a 280 character essay, competing for $ 1,000.
In summation, one can only benefit from investing time
in the search for their perfect scholarship. These opportunities
are endlessly diverse and there is literally an opportunity out
there for everyone.

Financial Aid’s Perspective
Esther Haven, Financial Aid Office
WPP: How do scholarships work at NMC?
EH: “First step, go online to NMC’s website and fill out the
general application. The easiest way to find it is searching
scholarship and filling out the general application, which will
match you to scholarships you are eligible for.”
WPP: “How can people apply?”
EH: “Filling out the general application. It consists of
general background information and a short essay describing
career and academic goals. External scholarships may have
additional applications.”

WPP: “What steps should people take to become more
eligible?”
EH: “Continue maintaining good grades and satisfactory
academic progress. This refers to the completion of courses
students have registered for at NMC. The key to obtaining
awards is to pursue them. Acceptance is dependent on
applying.”
WPP: “Do you have any general advice for students looking
for scholarship information?”
EH: “Just apply, apply, apply!”
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Local vs. Large
Competing Theaters in Traverse City?
James Robinson

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Deb Lake

Enthusiastic cinemagoers recently celebrated the long-awaited grand opening of a
new cinema in Traverse City. Aptly named for the Grand Traverse region, the Cherry
Blossom 14 theater officially opened to the public on December 17, 2015, just in time
for the debut of the blockbuster film Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens. The
multiplex, which is owned and operated by Carmike Cinemas Inc., features 13 movie
screens and one, state-of-the-art IMAX screen. With the recent closings of the Horizon
and Grand Traverse Mall cinemas, the Cherry Blossom 14 is now the only Carmike
Cinema in Traverse City. Although the introduction of this cinema is very exciting, it
also raises questions about the future of Traverse City’s historic, hometown theaters—
the State Theatre and the Bijou by the Bay. What makes these theaters so valuable to the
community and how can the community continue to show their support?
Unlike the newly constructed cinema, the State Theatre and the Bijou (pronounced
“Bee-zhu”) are innately woven into the heritage and culture of Traverse City. On
the theater’s website, history buffs can view vintage photographs, provided by the
History Center of Traverse City, that showcase the evolution of these theaters and the
surrounding structures. According to its website, the State Theatre (originally named
the Lyric Theatre) first opened on July 4, 1916. After a few years in operation, a fire
destroyed the theater on January 17, 1923. Thankfully, it was rebuilt and reopened on
December 20 of the same year. After roughly 24 years in operation, the Lyric Theatre
faced another disaster when a second fire destroyed the building on January 3, 1948.
Once again, it was rebuilt and reopened on June 30, 1949 as the State Theatre. The
theater operated for several years until it faced yet another obstacle when it closed

www.whitepinepress.org
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in 1996. Due to the efforts and hard work of many volunteers, the building was
fully renovated and reopened to the community on November 17, 2007. It has been
entertaining and enlightening the community ever since.
After several years operating the State Theatre, the Traverse City Film Festival
decided to add another venue to its repertoire. In 2013, the Film Festival renovated the
rundown Con Foster building in Clinch Park and transformed the building into a new,
state-of-the-art theatre—the Bijou by the Bay. The building was erected in the 1930s
and named after Conrad Foster, a “manager of the State Theatre back when it was called
The Lyric!” The Bijou is the “little gem” ofTraverse City and compliments the success of
the State Theatre while showcasing its own unique identity to the community.
Over several years, these two theatres have provided an outlet for families and
community members from all walks of life. Through the use of these two cinemas, as
well as many other seasonal locations, the Traverse City Film Festival strives “to make
the great art of the cinema accessible to everyone” and presents “the best of cinema’s
present and past.” The State Theatre was recently named one of the top 10 best movie
theaters in the world by the Motion Picture Association of America (see the link below).
It provides “comfortable seats, delicious and affordable concessions, [and] a welcoming
and friendly atmosphere.” Due to deed restrictions, the State Theatre “shows movies
that open on 200 screens or less before they are released on DVD.” The Bijou by the
Bay “offers the latest and greatest movies, including blockbuster Hollywood films that
cannot be screened at the State.” Both theaters have their own unique flair, including the
intricate, starry night sky that adorns the ceiling in the State Theatre and the beautiful,
hand-painted murals stretching along the walls of the Bijou by the Bay.
The State and Bijou give so much to the Traverse City community, so it is only fitting
that community members should return the favor by showing their support. Becoming
a member of the State and Bijou provides needed funds to the theaters. Members
also receive special benefits, such as reduced ticket prices and access to members-only
events. Volunteering is another great way to show your support. According to the
Traverse City Film Festival, “Our volunteers tell us they give their time and talents to
the theaters because its fun, rewarding, they meet great people, and they want great
movies and events to continue in downtown Traverse City.” Supporters can also make
tax-deductible donations. Visit www.stateandbijou.org and clicking on the “Support”
tab for more information. Let’s keep the movies rolling and the popcorn flowing!
Keep up with the Traverse City Film Festival by visiting its blog:
www.traversecityfilmfest.org/blog/

Photo courtesy of Courtney Jerome from MyNorth.com
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Don't Spring Break the Bank: Vacationing on a College Budget
IZack Harrington

| Staff Writer
The life of a student is a humble one. We give much of our
time to our education, knowing that it will pay off later. We
just forgo getting paid well, if at all, right now. But soon our
time can be spent relaxing, in that amazing week full of fervor.
Time to take naps, hit the road, or travel the world... if we
have the cash to do the latter two. What kind of vacations can
a student even afford? More than you’d think.
Let’s set some ground rules. There are many ways to take
a vacation in the United States at a decent price. You can fly
or you can drive, but you have to be back in time for school.
Since Spring Break at NMC lasts from Friday, March 25
through Sunday, April 3, there is not much time for booking,
so travel at your own risk.

Getting Out of Town
Hitting the beach is a favorite pastime for students, but the
crowds might not be your thing. In that case, I recommend
using Groupon to look up deals for Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina. It’s known for its resorts and beaches but doesn’t
get quite as packed as other “party” destinations. Several deals
found with KAYAK and Travelocity include hotels under $40
a night with groups of three or more.
But maybe you like the party scene. If house music, hot
sand, and high sun are what you are looking for, you can
traditionally count on Florida. You can find group deals at
www.studentuniverse.com for Orlando with roundtrip flights
at $370 and hotels under $40 a night. Plus, Orlando has several
theme parks if you do end up traveling with your family.
Perhaps a cruise to the Bahamas is in order. It doesn’t break
the “in U.S.” rule (a lot) because no passport is required!
Expedia showcases a three day round-trip cruise on the
Carnival Fantasy from Miami to Nassau. Departing Friday,
March 25 at 4 p.m. and returning at 8 a.m. Monday the 28,
the deal starts at $289 per passenger. Checking prices shows
that traveling as a group (up to 5) will be cheapest for this
particular offer. Nassau has a number of excursion activities,
but just enjoying the weather and beach may be most economic
and a far cry from Lake Michigan’s beach at the time.
It may be that you were looking for a more indoor-style
Spring Break. Traveling to a bigger city provides no end of

fun stuff to do and can be quite affordable. Chicago is within
decent driving distance and has Shedd Aquarium, museums,
Lincoln Park, and countless other sights to see. Chicago has also
traditionally hosted concerts of all varieties and an exceptional
slice of pizza. Just filtering through the events hosted between
March and April is boggling and offers outings for groups of
all ages, from Beer Festivals to the Easter Egg Hunt in Lincoln
Park Zoo.
Michigan’s inhabitants have adapted to actually be able
to have fun in the snow. Skiing, snowboarding, sledding; all
require the white stuff. If you want to spend your Spring Break
where you can enjoy the tail end of winter, you may have to
travel even farther north, depending on the weather. It might
seem like breaking the U.S. only rule, but... Sault Ste. Marie,
Canada. That kind of includes Michigan, right? I’m really
stretching that rule. On www.gobigskiing.com, there is a deal
for $110 per person per night for two nights accommodation
and two day ski pass. And if the powder isn’t perfect, that
package includes access to the casino, if you’re of age.
In any case, traveling includes various expenses and certain
uncertainties. If you do decide to take a trip farther away than
normal, prepare accordingly. Carrying cash, traveling alone, or
driving in bad weather may not be the best idea. Use caution
in every situation to return in one piece. Your homework will
be due.
Northern Michigan
Staying local has much to offer as well. There is a reason
some tourism magazines have named Traverse City “The
Greatest Midwest Town”: we have so much to do! The State
Theatre in downtown continues to offer a Spring Break week
of free movies, with each day featuring a themed playlist.
While the showings are currently not listed on their website,
www.stateandbijou.org, checking regularly in the coming
weeks can help you schedule an outing. Tickets are first come,
first served, so buying your tickets online ahead of time could
serve to save you from a disappointing trip to their ticket
stand. Plus, the week after Spring Break begins the Traverse
City Winter Comedy Arts Festival, so if you’re jam-packed
during Spring Break, you can still catch comedians competing

with their best jokes later in the State Theatre.
Shanty Creek Resorts is hosting the increasingly popular
Schuss Mountain Snow Challenge April 2 and 3 as well.
Car enthusiasts can watch modified trucks, jeeps, and other
machines race uphill side by side, or if you register ahead, race
yourself! As a note, no coolers, outside beverages, or dogs are
allowed, helping keep racers, spectators, and Fido safe during
the event.
Great Wolf Lodge Resort celebrates Spring Break with their
Spring-a-Palooza, offering family-oriented activities like Hide
and Peep contests, spring-themed arts and craft activities, and
Bubble Dance Parties. Deals include rooms starting at about
$230 a night for up to six people, including Water Park passes,
Nightly Story Time in the Lobby, the Wolf Walk, and the
Great Clock Tower Show, keeping the kiddies entertained.
Booking can be done at their website, www.greatwolf.com,
and using the promo code PALOOZA can show you if any
rooms during your Spring Break have vacancy.
If you spent the majority of your Spring Break in Traverse
and you just want a one day road trip for cheap, the butterflies
at Frederick Meijer Gardens are just crawling out of their
cocoons during the annual “Butterflies Are Blooming” event,
being a highlight of a relaxing day in Grand Rapids. You may
have to fight through the crowds a little, but tickets are under
$15 for adults, and is open seven days a week, 9 a.m. to 5
a.m., except Sunday, when it opens at 11 a.m. This event and
several others fall directly into NMC’s Spring Break schedule,
and is an amazing experience for anyone, young or old. Check
www.meijergarders.org to see their workshops and determine
whether any catch your interest, personally or academically.
Still, sometimes no matter the deal, you just can’t afford to
spend that kind of money. So my cheapest suggestion to spend
your Spring Break... visit your family and friends! Your mom’s
cooking may be better than any fancy cuisine, and your dad’s
jokes might be funnier than any comedian’s. You really don’t
visit your grandparents enough, and old friends are better than
gold. Not everyone grew up in Traverse, so you can travel to
your home away from home and spend your time with people
who love you. That is always more fun than any fancy vacation.

Graphic by KayLeigh Johnson
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Beautiful in Brutal Weather
Dyana Allen

Staff Writer
When winter hits, skin and hair take a lot of damage. The cause? Low humidity, cold
temperatures, wind, excessive heating, and lack of moisturizer! Chapped lips and skin aren’t just
annoying, they can be painful, and in some cases, are beyond the help of Chapstick. While the
season can’t be stopped, there are things you can do to help your body keep that moisture in.

Skin
First, reducing the time and temperature of your shower keeps natural oils in your skin and
hair from being stripped out. The next step in combating dry skin is exfoliation. Built up dead
skin can create callouses and give skin a dull, washed-out look. Exfoliating removes these dead
cells while providing a natural glow. This also helps skin absorb and retain moisture better. A
great homemade scrub is just honey and brown sugar. It smells good, it’s gentle on your skin
and will leave you with a glow. It’s crucial to moisturize after exfoliating; the oils your skin
produces naturally can be scrubbed off. Choosing the proper exfoliate is just as important.
Avoid products with micro beads and alcohols; these can dry out and tear your skin. If your
skin is cracked or healing, make sure it’s completely healed before exfoliating. Don’t forget,
moisturize! All natural healers include coconut oil, olive oil, grape seed oil, tea tree oil, and
essential oil. Oil-based products help to lock in moisture. Winter dry spots include hands,
elbows, and feet. For irritated skin, milk is a natural soother and anti-inflammatory, which can
help with burning caused by dry skin.
Hair
Getting your hair trimmed regularly keeps split ends from getting worse and helps your hair
grow healthier. Getting rid of any damage there to begin with can better prepare your locks to
“weather the weather!” Having a deep conditioner can save your hair and your time. Personally,
I tend to use Aussie’s 3 Minute Miracle Conditioning Treatment. It makes my hair feel amazing,
and it costs less than $5. Coconut oil is the holy grail of hair care: slap it on and leave it in for

30 minutes or overnight! If you choose to sleep with it in, cover your hair with a plastic bag
and tie the handles together to keep it tight. Coconut oil doubles as a makeup remover but can
cause breakouts at first if your skin isn’t used to it.
Lips and Nails
I will say it again: coconut oil. This stuff will change your life and your skin. A good exfoliator
for when that dead skin builds up can prevent flaky lips that can later crack. I like mixing
brown sugar with coconut oil for a DIY scrub, but there are plenty of premade ones like Lush,
Jeffree Star, e.l.f, and more. Winter winds can do insane damage to your lips; cover up with a
scarf, your coat, and a layer or 12 of lip balm. Protect your hands and nails with gloves to keep
cuticles moisturized and nails stronger. Think about how many things you use your hands for
that wear them down, and then add wind-chill. Pumping gas, scraping off your car, washing
your hands, taking off nail polish; all of these can pull away moisture leaving your skin and nails
brittle. RealSimple.com recommends getting into the habit of applying lotion to your hands
and nails after washing. They also say in their article “Winter Nail Care Tips ” that massaging
cuticle oil or lotion into your nails stimulates growth, and cotton gloves work like a charm to
seal in moisture.
Tips and Tricks
Oil cleansing can be beneficial in the winter when skin is prone to drying out. Oil cleansing
involves massaging oil onto your face, which in the process removes makeup and dirt, then
steaming it off with a warm washcloth or traditional steam. There are specific oils that won’t clog
your pores, but instead clean them out. Most commonly used are coconut, jojoba, grapeseed,
and olive. There are products like Burt’s Bees Facial Cleansing Oil that are made specifically for
cleansing. This method isn’t guaranteed to work for all skin types and should be patch tested to
check for allergies and reactions!
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Makeup Essentials

Staff Writer
Makeup is a skill, a hobby, an art form, or something to do
for fun. Right now, social media is exploding with videos and
tutorials featuring intricate but easy-to-follow steps. Maybe
you’re looking to explore a little more into the wonderful
world of makeup, beyond eyeshadow and blush. In my
personal makeup trials, I change up my products and tools
fairly regularly to see what produced the best results, and I
hope they work for those of you who are looking to try more.
The Hardware:
The tools I’d recommend for a beauty kit are a beauty
blender, eyelash curler, tweezers, and a nice set of brushes. A
beauty blender is a sort of makeup sponge that usually has a
rounded end with a point on the other side; imagine an egg,
but coming to a point. The purpose of this is to help apply
foundation more evenly and without the streaks of a brush or
fingers. Beauty blenders are also helpful for blending if you
use a cream contour. I’m a huge advocate for eyelash curlers;
the difference they make is why I’d label them as essential.
Always make sure the rubber pad is on one or both sides. I’ve
cut my lashes when mine fell out before. Tweezers are more
of an optional item depending on use. I use tweezers for my
eyebrows. Another option is an eyebrow razor (proceed with
caution). Brushes, pearl of the oyster! Having a quality set of
brushes can set the foundation (literally) of your makeup. My
recommended essentials are: a powder/face brush, eye shadow
brush, blending brush, and an angled brush. A powder brush
can be used for setting powder, blush, and contouring. If
you’re into using eye shadow an eye shadow brush and a fluffy
blending brush are the essentials. An angled brush is more of

an option but can be used for eyebrows, potted eyeliners, and
smudging.
Face:
Foundation is, well, the foundation of the face. It’s useful
to have two tones of foundation for winter and summer,
or a toner. Manic Panic sells Dream tone"' Liquid Flawless
Foundation™/Skin Toner for $11.50 on their website which
can be used to lighten a dark base. Having a good primer can
completely change the way your foundation looks. It can even
out the bumps, make pores appear smaller and make makeup
go on smoother. Choosing good quality facial products and
washing off makeup before bed can prevent damage such
as expanding pores, clogging, breakouts, and redness. There
are two types of contour: cream and powder. Many people
recommend powder to start with, but it’s a matter of personal
preference and skin type. If you’re prone to dark circles and
redness, concealer can be an aid in reducing the looks of both.
Make sure to take care of your skin and give it time to breathe
and rehydrate!
Eyes:
Eye essentials are mascara, liquid liner, and a pencil or
another more pliable liner (gel), and eye shadow. Mascara
gives volume and definition to lashes, making eyes stand out
more and appear larger. Liquid liner I’d recommend for lid
lining and sorts of wings, while the pencil liner is more for
under the eye or the water line. Eye shadow can be used to
create more dramatic looks and is so much fun to play with.
Eye shadow can double as an eyebrow filler by dampening an
angled brush in water, then matte powder.

Lips:
Lipstick is one of my favorite pieces of makeup to play
around with. Bold or subtle, it can add depth and attitude
to your look. Lipliner is a great tool for keeping lipstick from
bleeding and for evening out lips. What type/shade of lipstick
is more about personal preference of color and formula.
Drugstore brand lipsticks I recommend are Nyx, Colourpop,
and Wet N Wild. Nyx’s High Voltage line has a nice range of
colors and pretty good lasting power. Nyx’s Soft Matte Lip
Creams I really like, but they can be iffy on the drying. Their
staying power is incredible, though, and their colors cute! I
like Wet N Wild’s matte lipsticks because they’re pigmented
well and are sooo smooth. If you use lipstick often, it can
dehydrate your lips. Using a lip scrub once a week and some
chaptstick is helpful! Something with coconut oil and beeswax
is what I’ve found works best for me and is natural.
Tips:
Moisturizer or lotion on a Q-tip or piece of toilet paper can
pull makeup like eyeliner and eye shadow to sharpen up lines.
Always be sure to wash your makeup off at night and before
you go to sleep. Your skin is thanking you already. More of
a suggestion, but a weekly exfoliation can make foundation
go on smoother and not look flaky; be sure to moisturize
after. Beware of plastic micro beads! Not only are they bad
for the environment, but they can also be damaging to skin
by scraping against it. They were recently banned in the U.S.,
but if you’re still using older products that contain them, I
suggest switching face washes. Makeup tutorials have helped
me so much in learning techniques or small tricks to help in
the makeup journey!
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Traverse City
Restaurant Week
Krystn Madrine

Staff Writer
Winter up north can be brutal. By the end of February, cabin fever has set in and
the season seems tired and old. Fortunately for everyone, an annual event comes along
and brightens the local scene.
This is the sixth year that local restaurants have joined together for Traverse City
Restaurant Week in February. Local foodies, especially those on a budget, can enjoy
three course meals for the price of $25 per person. Each chef prepares a menu of
appetizers, entrees, and desserts. Diners can choose one of each. Drinks are not
included, but almost all of the participating restaurants have extensive wine lists and
busy bars. Restaurant Week will occur February 21-27.
Brittany DeFillipo, bar manager at The Towne Plaza, and design student at NMC,
spoke to the White Pine Press about the impact of Traverse City Restaurant Week on
business.
“Restaurant week for us is like summer nights; we are completely booked,” said
DeFillipo.
“Its actually our favorite week out of the winter months because it is refreshing,
and everyone gets to make money.
“Typically, our restaurant week menu consists of customer favorites—grilled
romaine, mushroom bisque, pork belly. The way we see it, during restaurant week,
more people are going out to experience a place they never go to, so we want to
represent what we are known for so people will come back in the future.”
Another group from NMC has big plans for enjoying a culinary adventure. Several
instructors and students from the visual communications department already have
reservations at a pricey restaurant they have been trying to get into for a couple
of years. Reservations at The Boathouse go quickly as soon as restaurant week is
announced. This year, teacher Alexandra Smith was ready and called immediately
after reservations opened, securing a table for eight on busy Friday night. She was able
to fill the rest of the seats with eager epicures from her department, and they are all
looking forward to their night out on Old Mission Peninsula.

Some of the restaurants that participate in restaurant week include:
7 Monks

North Peak Brewing Co.

Aerie Restaurant

Patisserie Amie & Brasserie Bobo

Amical

Peninsula Grill

Apache Trout Grill

Phil’s on Front

Blue Tractor Cook Shop

Poppycock’s

Bistro Fou Fou

Red Ginger

The Cook’s House

Reflect at Cambria

The Cottage

Sorellina

Harbor 22

The Towne Plaza

Harrington’s by the Bay

The Union Cantina

Little Bohemia

The Boathouse

Minerva’s

Trattoria Stella

' A * * ■< A

Mode’s Bum Steer

Downtown TC has a very informative website that lists all the participating
establishments, with menus and other information at http://downtowntc.com/
events-attractions/restaurant-week.
Photos by Krystn Madrine
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Spreading Good Vibes
Musician Brotha James Comes to NMC

I wasn’t really sure what to expect. Filing into the auditorium instead of my English class, the professor had
told us that an ex-NMC student wanted to give a presentation. What I was seeing wasn’t really matching up with
that description. I saw a lone man surrounded by a variety of musical equipment, including keyboards, guitars,
electronic drums, and microphones. I saw teachers standing to the side with proud smiles. I saw a big blackboard
with the name “Brotha James.” What kind of message for students were we supposed to get?
“Hey everybody, I’m Brotha James. Should I start with a speech or with a song? Before I start, has anyone heard
of a looper? Well, get ready for something you’ve never seen.” Then began a progressive layering of good vibes pop
music, one-man band style. The vocals began, and with the variety of equipment at hand, different filters mixed
with the genre spanning singing styles, from light hearted rap to almost smooth jazz.
After the music died down, Brotha James began to explain the song. Not how he played it, but the themes
behind it. Most artists leave their music to the audience’s interpretation, but Brotha James wanted a message to
reach people. He wanted to use his music to inspire, so he decided to perform for students of all ages. Themes of
perseverance, determination, and optimism ran throughout the performance, both in song and in speech. It was
a redifining experience in terms of motivation, and one that could have a huge impact on young people.
I had a chance to speak with Brotha James, a.k.a. Jeremy Reisig, and ask a few questions about his school
performances.

WPP: When and why did you decide to visit schools with your show?
JR: When I started my journey as a solo musician in 2014, I knew I
wanted to impact kids in some way. My mom, Terri Reisig (a teacher at
NMC), and I were talking one night and I mentioned to her an idea I had
about coming into her classroom and sharing a musical message with her
students. I didn’t know what I would talk about and at the time I only had
two songs and I couldn’t really loop / layer sounds yet. I went into her
classroom and talked about my passions and how I was following my heart.
I played the two songs that I had written and the kids loved it. That was
the beginning. The why.... I feel like I’m making a difference in the world
when I give musical messages. At this point in my young career, I feel
pulled to the schools. It’s almost as if it’s in my destiny and I’m just paying
attention to my heart. It tells me schools are important.
WPP: What message do you want to portray to students, and have
you seen it touch your audience?
JR: Be a Dreamer—spend time connecting to your passions and
dreaming of what an incredible life would look like. Don’t settle for what
we can do. Dream about what’s possible.
Be animalistic in your pursuit of the dreams—create compelling
reasons to pursue them ferociously.
Commit—decide to have a steadfast fixity of purpose.
Be a risk taker—your authentic self. Put yourself out there. Lift other
people up.
Be grateful—see the failures as the seeds for success and fulfillment.
The consistent practice of gratitude.

WPP: Are there any shows you had a special experience with?
JR: I know this will sound cliche—every show is unique in it’s own
way. I truly love what I do, so every show presents opportunities for me
to have an amazing time and connect with many different types of people
along the way.
WPP: Where and when can we see your shows?
JR: Check out www.brothajames.com for information.

After all is said and done, it’s rare that a musician of this caliber is
there trying to make a difference for students and using the medium
of music to do it. Luckily we have a local artist bringing a new twist to
performances, not just at gigs, but in schools as well.
If you want to book Brotha James for your school, ask a teacher to
reach him at his website.
Photos above and below courtesy of Brotha James

Photo by Breanne Russell

